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Web Professionals HandbookGlasshaus, 2003

	Are you a web developer or designer who wishes you could have all the reference information you will need for your job in one handy-sized book, rather than having to carry around several large tomes, or browse countless web sites? Well, look no further as The Web Professional's Handbook does just that: providing a one-size-fits-all...
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Inventors at Work: The Minds and Motivation Behind Modern InventionsApress, 2012

	Inventors at Work: The Minds and Motivation Behind Modern Inventions is a collection of interviews with inventors of famous products, innovations, and technologies that have made life easier or even changed the way we live. All of these scientists, engineers, wild-eyed geniuses, and amateur technologists have dedicated their...
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101 Internet Businesses You Can Start from Home: How to Choose and Build Your Own Successful e-BusinessMaximum Press, 2006
Communicating with customers and other businesses has changed dramatically over the past century. It started with print, then radio, television, phone, and fax, and now all of us are operating in the fastest medium yet—the Internet. The future is bright for businesses that utilize the Net as a primary medium of communication and sales....
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CWNA Certified Wireless Network Administrator Official Study Guide (Exam PW0-100), Fourth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2007
This book focuses on the objectives for the CWNA exam, but it's also a useful learning tool for anyone wanting to master the many domains of wireless. You’ll learn about wireless technology basics such as radio frequency—based communications, and you’ll learn about specific standards and protocols that ...
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Internet Information Services AdministrationSams Publishing, 2000

	Over the last few years, I've found an abundance of books that answer the question, "What can I do when administering Internet Information Server?" But I have yet to find a book that answers the more pertinent question: "What should I do when administering Internet Information Services?" This is the...
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Epidemiology and Biostatistics Secrets: with STUDENT CONSULT AccessMosby, 2005

	The Secrets Series® is breaking new ground again. A two-color page layout, a portable size, and a list of the "Top 100 Secrets" in biostatistics and epidemiology help readers to better meet the challenges they face today. And, at no extra charge, purchasers also receive online access to the complete contents of the text via...
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Microsoft Tabular Modeling CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	No prior knowledgeof tabular modeling is needed to benefit from this brilliant cookbook. This is the total guide to developing and managing analytical models using the Business Intelligence Semantic Models technology.


	Overview

	
		Develop tabular models for personal use
	
		Learn about the modeling...
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Macroeconomic Policy in Fragile StatesOxford University Press, 2021

	Setting macroeconomic policy is especially difficult in fragile states. Political legitimacy concerns are heightened, raising issues such as who the policymakers are, what incentives they face, and how the process of policymaking is likely to work under limited legitimacy and high uncertainty

	both about the macroeconomic environment...
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Content Manager Backup/Recovery and High Availability: Strategies, Options, and Procedures (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
Structured and unstructured data is constantly growing, data retention requirements and user access requirements are continuously changing, and the demand for the readiness and availability of business systems and data becomes even higher. The use of content management systems is vital and necessary; it is what makes an organization's success...
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Ajax And Php: Building Responsive Web ApplicationsPackt Publishing, 2006
AJAX is a complex phenomenon that means different things to different people. Computer users appreciate that their favorite websites are now friendlier and feel more responsive. Web developers learn new skills that empower them to create sleek web applications with little effort. Indeed, everything sounds good about AJAX!

At its roots,...
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Microsoft  Office Excel  2007 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2007
Learn everything you need to know for working with Microsoft  Office Excel 2007--from the inside out! This book packs hundreds of  time-saving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds for using  Office Excel 2007--all in concise, fast-answer format. Whether you are  upgrading from Office 97 or Office 2003, you'll be able to dig in to the...
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The Project Manager's Toolkit (Computer Weekly Professional)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2001
'The Project Manager's Toolkit' provides a quick reference checklist approach to drive an IT development project as well as solve issues that arise in the process. It can be used proactively to set a project on the right course and reactively for solutions to problems.

  It will:

* help identify what needs doing next on an IT...
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